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Beales Hotel is a very accessible hotel, conforming to DDA requirements, as befits a hotel 

that was only built in 2004.  

There are three disabled parking spaces in the level carpark. In the background you can 

see the bar terrace which is entirely level.  

 

 

 



Dropped kerbs abound to make access to the hotel simple.  

 

Both back and front entrances to the hotel have level access through electric doors.  

 

 



 

The reception area is level, and gives easy access to the Hatfield and Cecil Rooms, the 

Salisbury Suite, the Therfield and Radwell Rooms, the Buckland Suite, the Talk Bar, 

Outsidein Restaurant and ground floor accessible bedrooms and WC. 

  

 

A level corridor leads to the restaurant, accessible WC and accessible bedrooms.  



 

The restaurant is all on one level.  

 

The accessible WC is around the corner from the restaurant.  

 

 



 

The accessible WC is fully DDA compliant.  

 

The wide door opens outwards for safety reasons. 

 

Past the accessible WC is the entrance to the ground floor bedroom corridor.  



 

The corridor is entirely level.  

 

The corridor leads to accessible bedrooms 1, 2, and 16.  

Bedroom 2 is on the right of the corridor, with an extra wide doorway and 

intercommunicating doorway to bedroom 4 for use as a family suite.  

 



Bedroom 2’s wet room includes extra rails for support at the shower  

 

A stool for extra support in the bathroom  

 

And a fire alarm sounder (visual and audible) above the bed.  

 



Bedroom 1 is to the left of the corridor. It too has an extra wide corridor and is an 

intercommunicating room with bedroom 3 for when it is needed as a suite or family room. 

 

Bedroom 1’s spacious wet room comes complete with supporting rails and a stool.  

 

 



Each of our accessible bathrooms has a pull cord emergency alarm system.  

 

Bedroom 1 also has a visual and audible fire alarm sounder above the bed.  

 

Bedroom 16 offers an alternative accessible bedroom, this one with bath rather than wet 

room.  

 



If going upstairs to the four conference and banqueting rooms, the modern lift is both wide 

and deep.  

 

The first floor lift landing is level, with WCs available although not specifically accessible. 

 

Access to the Oaklands, Sandridge, Lemsford and Kimpton rooms is level and easy.  

 



It would be a pleasure to welcome you to Beales Hotel in Hatfield at any time, and if there is 

anything extra you need in terms of support or help, please do not hesitate to ask our staff 

who are on hand 24 hours a day to assist you.  

 

Andrew Beale 

Managing Director 

Beales Hotels 

www.bealeshotels.co.uk  

“Generations of excellence since 1769” 
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